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Epidemiological studies demonstrate the role of early and intensive glycemic control in the prevention of micro and

macrovascular disease in both type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM). Hyperglycemia elicits several pathways related

to the etiopathogenesis of cardiovascular disease (CVD), including the generation of advanced glycation end products

(AGEs). 
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1. Introduction

The last two decades have been marked by alarming data about the epidemic of diabetes mellitus (DM). In 2021, an

estimated 537 million adults aged 20–79 years have DM. This represents a prevalence of 10.5% of the world’s population

in this age group. This number is projected to reach 643 million by 2030, and 783 million by 2045, according to the

International Diabetes Federation (IDF) .

DM confers a higher risk of development of chronic complications and people with DM are 2 to 3 times more likely to have

cardiovascular disease (CVD) ; the prevalence of end-stage renal disease is 10 times higher  and amputation is 10

to 20 times more common  in people with DM as compared to the healthy population. In addition, diabetic retinopathy is

the leading cause of vision loss in working-age adults .

The classic studies, namely the United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS), Action in Diabetes and Vascular

Disease: Preterax and Diamicron Modified Release Controlled Evaluation (ADVANCE), Action to Control Cardiovascular

Risk in Diabetes (ACCORD), and Diabetes Control and Complications Trial/Epidemiology of Diabetes Interventions and

Complications (DCCT/EDIC), demonstrated that intensive glycemic therapy in patients with a recent diagnosis of type 1

and 2 diabetes (T2DM) was associated with a reduced risk in long-term complications, in particular, microvascular

morbidities. Data from 30 years of the DCCT/EDIC demonstrated that intensive versus conventional glycemic treatment

also has beneficial effects on macrovascular disease, especially on subclinical markers of atherosclerosis (carotid intima-

media thickness and coronary calcium score) 6–12 years after the end of randomized treatment. Intensive treatment

reduced aggregate cardiovascular risk by 42% and major cardiovascular events by 57% (myocardial infarction, stroke,

and cardiovascular death) . However, in many cases, when the glycemic control was achieved after a period of intense

decompensation, the development of chronic complications was not well prevented . Those findings seem to rely on

the concept of metabolic memory or legacy effect that is based on both the permanent modification of biological

macromolecules during the period of glycemic decompensation and on the accumulated risk memorized by long-term

exposure to oxidative stress and advanced glycation products (AGEs), which may favor epigenetic changes. The risk of

complications remains even with multifactorial interventions based on glycemic-reducing agents and antilipemic and

antihypertensive drugs .

2. Formation of Advanced Glycation End Products

Louis Camille Maillard first described in 1912 the nonenzymatic reaction between reducing sugars with foods in what was

called a browning reaction. Patton and Hill (1948)  characterized the chemical reaction that attained much more

attention by the identification by Rahbar et al. (1969)  of a glucose-modified form of hemoglobin (glycated hemoglobin)

that was found elevated in the blood of subjects with DM as compared to healthy controls. Since then, HbA1c was utilized

as a parameter of metabolic control and management of DM and was associated with the development of DM

complications.
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The covalent and nonenzymatic reaction between reducing sugars, including glucose, with the amino-terminal portion of

lysine and arginine residues in proteins, phospholipids, and nucleic acids leads to the formation of an unstable Schiff

Base. The Schiff Base undergoes a more stable Amadori product or fructosyl lysine (such as glycated hemoglobin and

fructosamine) and this reaction primarily depends on plasma glucose levels and the time of DM decompensation.

Molecular intra and inter rearrangements of the Amadori product in most of the cases involve oxidative reactions leading

to the generation of oxoaldehyde that induces a rapid and irreversible modification of proteins by advanced glycation.

Oxoaldehydes are very reactive compounds, such as glyoxal (GO), methylglyoxal (MGO), glycolaldehyde, and 3-

deoxyglucosone (3-DG), which are generated in DM, but also in other metabolic conditions where the carbonyl stress

prevails. They rapidly interact with macromolecules leading to the fast formation of extracellular and intracellular AGEs

(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Advanced glycation end product (AGE) formation. The glycation reaction takes place by the modification of

amino-terminal groups of proteins, phospholipids, or nucleic acids, by glucose or other monosaccharides leading to the

generation of a Schiff Base and an Amadori product (early glycation). The auto-oxidation of glucose and rearrangements

of the Schiff Base and the Amadori product, as well as the oxidation of amino acids, lipids or ketone bodies, and

inflammation, promotes the generation of oxoaldehydes (such as glyoxal, methylglyoxal, and glycolaldehyde). They lead

to the rapid and irreversible generation of AGEs, including heterogenous compounds, such as, pentosidine,

argypirimidine, pyrraline, carboxymethyllysine, and carboxyethyllysine.

Intracellular generated AGEs originate from the increased glucose flow through glycolysis that favor the output of reactive

oxygen species (ROS) from mitochondria and the DNA-repairing enzyme poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP). Although

protecting DNA from ROS-induced damage, PARP promotes poly ribosylation of the glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate

dehydrogenase (GAPDH), impairing its activity. Substrate deviation from glycolysis generates MGO and, as a

consequence, AGEs are formed feeding a vicious circle by inducing oxidative stress . Hyperglycemia also induces

the activation of the hexosamine, polyol and protein kinase C pathways, exacerbating the intracellular oxidative stress,

which perpetuates the AGE generation  (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Intracellular formation of AGEs. During hyperglycemia, enhanced glucose flux through glycolysis induces the

generation of superoxide anion by the mitochondria. Poly (ADP- ribose) polymerase (PARP) that protects DNA from

cleavage induces a posttranslational modification of the glyceraldehyde 3P-dehydrogenase (GADPH) impairing glycolysis.

Substrate (glyceraldehyde 3 phosphate and dihydroxyacetone phosphate) deviation leads to the generation of

methylglyoxal that induces the formation of AGEs. Moreover, inflammation, fatty acid, amino acid, and ketone body

oxidation generate oxoaldehydes, including glyoxal and glycolaldehyde that promote AGE generation. Oxidative stress

increases by AGEs and by other biochemical pathways elicited by hyperglycemia (hexosamine, polyol, and protein kinase

C). This vicious circle feeds the formation of AGEs and oxidative stress that is the base of cellular complications in

diabetes mellitus. Parts of the figure were drawn using Servier Medical Art (https://smart.servier.com/, accessed on 14

December 2021).

Independently of hyperglycemia, AGEs are induced during acute and chronic inflammation due to the activation of the

neutrophil myeloperoxidase that induces glycolaldehyde (GAD), another very reactive oxoaldehyde. Additionally, the

oxidation of certain amino acids, polyunsaturated fatty acids, and ketone bodies contributes to the generation of

oxoaldehydes and then to AGE generation. In chronic kidney disease, AGEs are formed due to a reduction in the

clearance of glycation reaction precursors and reduced antioxidant enzymes. Then, although the glycation reaction was

firstly ascribed to a hyperglycemic milieu, it is now conceivable that it also occurs independently of glucose concentration

in plasma and tissues . In fact, glycation is prevalent in healthy aging individuals, mainly in association with long half-

life protein, such as collagen and crystalline. Although this process takes place continuously in the body during aging, it is

extremely accelerated in DM and in other carbonyl stress conditions.

Exogenous sources of oxoaldehydes and AGEs include diet and tobacco, representing unpredictable sources of the AGEs

that contribute the body’s AGE pool, although the exact mechanisms that regulate AGE absorption are not well known.

The impact of AGE-containing diets on human health is under intensive investigation. High heating, dry cooking, and long-

time processing increase AGEs in baked, broiled, grilled, and fried foods. Cooking in an acidic medium containing wine,

vinegar, or citrus juice helps to prevent AGE formation in food. A recent publication demonstrated an endocytic pathway

via scavenger receptors mediating the intestinal absorption of dietary carboxymethyllysine in C. elegans . In healthy

humans, about 10% of dietary AGEs are absorbed and transported in circulation in association with albumin and

lipoproteins, and 30% is eliminated in the urine. On the other hand, in individuals with kidney disease, only 5% of dietary

AGE is excreted in the urine . A high-AGE diet results in significant elevations in serum AGE and induces oxidative

stress . Oxoaldehydes increase in the postprandial states and during glycemic excursions inducing a fast generation of

AGEs in circulation . Glucose fluctuations increase plasma levels of glyceraldehyde-derived advanced glycation end-

products and relate to the severity of cardiovascular disease in DM .

Advanced glycation end products are very heterogeneous, making difficult their assessment in blood, tissues, and cells.

Some of them induces protein crosslinking and/or emit fluorescence . Glyoxal and GAD render carboxymethyl lysine

(CML) the most abundant AGE found in the body , particularly in the target tissues of DM late complications, such as
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kidneys, eyes, skin, and vessels . Methylglyoxal renders to carboxyethyl lysine, MGO-derived

hydroimidazolone 1 (MGO-H1), and MGO-lysine dimer, although other structures are also described in plasma and

tissues, such as pentosidine, pirralyne, argypirimidine, and GO- lysine dimer.

AGEs are recognized by several receptors, although the signaling pathway elicited is better described for the advanced

glycosylation end product-specific receptor, (alias RAGE). In fact, it is demonstrated that AGER mediates the biological

effects of AGEs in many cell types. AGER is a multiligand receptor of the immunoglobulin superfamily, a member of

pattern-recognition receptors that recognize AGEs, but also calgranulins, high mobility group protein B1 (HMGB1),

lipopolysaccharides (LPS), sheet fibrils, and phosphatidylserine on the surface of apoptotic cells. The receptor for AGEs

actively participates in diabetic vascular complications, as well as in the interface of innate and adaptive immunity and in

inflammation. In this sense, there is a lot of evidence supporting the concept that AGEs and AGERs play an active role in

the development and progression of cardiovascular disease in DM .

3. AGEs as Indicators of Cardiovascular Burden: Where Are We?

The body pool of AGEs is determined by carbonyl and inflammatory stress together with kidney function that drives

endogenous AGEs formation. In addition, exogenous sources that are in most cases unpredictable and variable add to

this pool worsening chronic complications elicited by the AGE accumulation (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The body pool of AGEs. Hyperglycemia, inflammation, and chronic kidney disease are major contributors to the

body’s pool of AGEs. Furthermore, dietary sources of AGEs and tobacco add to the AGE pool, while detoxification

systems include kidney function and the role played by soluble AGERs and DDOST that neutralize deleterious AGER

signaling, along with enzyme systems, including the glyoxalase system, aldose reductase, and the lesser-known

amadoriases.

Markers of early glycation, such as HbA1c, fructosamine, and glycated albumin, were associated with vascular outcomes

and mortality in the community-based Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study . Additionally, AGEs

independently relate to atherosclerosis in both DM and non-DM subjects . Strong evidence demonstrates that

in DM patients  or DM patients with micro and/or macrovascular complications  and individuals with chronic

kidney disease , circulating AGEs are elevated and associated with the progression of complications. Particularly, CML

levels predict arterial stiffness  and the severity of vascular obstruction .

4. Sweet AGEs Driving the Bitter Pathophysiology of CVD

Although firstly described in association with long half-life proteins, such as crystalline and collagen, advanced glycation

also occurs in long and short half-life proteins, creating a large spectrum of biological derangements. Apolipoproteins and

some phospholipids that are constituents of lipoproteins are susceptible to advanced glycation compromising their

biological functions. Chylomicrons and very-low-density lipoproteins (VLDL) are less susceptible to the lipoprotein lipase-

mediated hydrolysis of triglycerides favoring hypertriglyceridemia. Due to the enhanced affinity of cholesteryl ester transfer

protein for glycated lipoproteins and due to hypertriglyceridemia, an enhanced exchange of esterified cholesterol and

triglycerides can be observed between TG-rich lipoproteins and low (LDLs) and high-density lipoproteins (HDLs). This
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favors the formation of small dense LDLs that are atherogenic, being more susceptible to oxidation and to enter the

arterial wall compartment. Glycated LDLs are not well recognized by the LDL receptor (B-E receptor), allowing this particle

to reach the arterial wall, where they are taken up by macrophage receptors (AGERs, Toll-like receptors, and scavenger

receptors class A and B) leading to intracellular cholesterol accumulation and foam cell formation.

Contrary to LDLs, which have a longer half-life when glycated, glucose-modified HDLs are faster removed from the

plasma. Considering the role of this lipoprotein in the prevention of atherosclerosis, there are several investigators dealing

with HDL glycation and the consequences to its function.

An HDL mediates the reverse cholesterol transport a unique system that promotes excess cholesterol exportation from

arterial wall macrophages to the liver, allowing its excretion in feces. Lipid poor-apoA-I or nascent HDL particles (pre-beta

HDLs) interact with the phospholipid-transporting ATPase ABCA1 (ABCA-1) that is expressed in macrophages by the liver

X receptor (LXR) activation by oxysterols. Free cholesterol is esterified by the phosphatidylcholine-sterol acyltransferase

(alias, lecithin cholesterol acyltransferase; LCAT) being transferred to the hydrophobic HDL core that assumes a spherical

format. Larger HDL particles, especially HDL2, remove more cell cholesterol by the interaction with the ATP binding

cassette transporter G-1 (ABGA-1) that also exports toxic oxysterols outside macrophages. Esterified cholesterol is

transferred to apo B-containing lipoproteins (chylomicrons, VLDL and LDL) by the action of CETP; allowing for the uptake

of these lipoproteins by the hepatic receptors B-E and the prolow-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1 (LRP-1).

The scavenger receptor class B member 1 (SR-B1) in the liver selectively removes esterified cholesterol in HDLs.

Cholesterol can be eliminated in bile in its free form or after conversion into cholic and deoxycholic acids, by the action of,

respectively, oxysterol 7-alpha-hydroxylase and sterol 27-hydroxylase, and then excreted in feces.

Early and advanced glycation compromises many steps of the RCT contributing to atherogenesis in DM. The LCAT

activity on glycated HDLs is reduced, while the CETP activity is enhanced favoring the accumulation of cholesterol in

atherogenic lipoproteins (LDLs, VLDLs, and chylomicrons) . In addition, advanced glycated HDLs remove less

cholesterol from macrophages, and the esterified cholesterol delivery to the liver mediated by SRB1 is reduced 

(Figure 4).

Figure 4. Major influences of glycation on lipid metabolism and reverse cholesterol transport that favor atherogenesis.

Alterations in lipid and lipoprotein metabolism induced by early and advanced glycation favor atherogenesis. In blood

circulation, the lipolysis of chylomicrons and VLDLs by the lipoprotein lipase (LPL) is damaged by glycation, inducing

plasma triglycerides elevation. The activity of CETP is also stimulated between glycated lipoproteins enabling more

cholesterol to be transferred from HDLs to atherogenic lipoproteins and reducing HDL cholesterol. Glycated LDLs are

taken up by macrophage scavenger receptors and by the advanced glycosylation end product-specific receptor (AGER).

Advanced glycated albumin (AGE-albumin) induces, via AGERs, oxidative stress by enhancing the activity of NADPH
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oxidase 4 and mitochondrial systems and inflammation. Together, oxidative stress and inflammation lead to ER stress that

triggers proteasomal and lysosomal degradation of the ABCA-1 compromising the cholesterol efflux to apo A-I and the

generation of HDLs. The activity of (LCAT) is impaired by HDL glycation reducing the lipoprotein maturation. The

accumulation of cholesterol and toxic oxysterols in macrophages triggers oxidation, inflammation, and ER stress creating

a vicious circle that contributes to atherogenesis, plaque instability, and rupture. Parts of the figure were drawn using

Servier Medical Art (https://smart.servier.com/, accessed on 14 December 2021).
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